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The Garage The Green, Hartest, Suffolk IP29 4DH
Offers In Excess Of £150,000
• Former garage premises (Other potential uses, subject to planning permission)
• Extremely sought after village location at the edge of the Green
• Workshop area approximately 700sq ft; Kitchen area; W.C.

HARTEST

The attractive village of Hartest lies about 8 miles to the south of Bury St.
Edmunds and about 6 miles from Long Melford. It is centered around a large
village green with a number of period properties and local amenities
including popular public house with restaurant, primary school, butchers
shop and a garage. Bury St. Edmunds itself has an excellent range of shops,
school and leisure amenities together with a railway station and access to
the A14 dual carriageway with M11 link to London.
DESCRIPTION

Situated in this beautiful edge of green location in the popular village of
Hartest this former motor garage premises is offered for sale. Former garage
premises constructed in timber with a corrugated roof and elevations;
concrete floor; small reception area leading through to the main workshop
area 37’9” x 18’10”; 11’ wide double doors at one end; windows to front
aspect; access to inner kitchen area; enclosed w.c. To the outside a large
gravel area to the side of the property; access to workshop area. Site area
approximately 0.06 acres.
PARKING AVAILABILITY

Adequate space for cars to the left hand side of the premises- please see
photo.
RATEABLE VALUE

£3,200. this is not what you pay. The rateable value is used to calculate your
rates bill.
SERVICES

Mains electricity and water are believed to be connected. (Septic tank
drainage).
TERMS

OIEO £150,000. Possible lease available at £7,500 terms to be agreed. An
overage clause will be attached to the contract for any uplift in value for
future planning uses, terms to be agreed.
VIEWINGS

By appointment with the Sole agents Marshall Buck & Casson Commercial tel:
01284 705505.
PLANNING

Please direct all planning enquiries to Babergh and Mid Suffolk district
Council 01473 822801.
DISCLAIMER

These sales particulars have been produced as a general guide only and we
would draw to your attention that we have not carried out a detailed Survey
of the property nor have we tested services, appliances or specific fittings.
Whilst measurements and statements given within the details are provided
in
good faith, their accuracy should not be relied upon. If there are any points
about which you may be uncertain or would like further clarification, we
would suggest that you telephone this office and speak to our staff who will
endeavour to assist you.
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